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Like the cosmos spread all over our head, we as a small spec in it , our basic ground
being our nature our mother earth to whom we originally belong.. from whom we are
born and into who we absolve. As a tree grounded/rooted spreading our arms lie the
mighty branches extending towards the cosmos. , is our being- our thoughts, good
deeds, good karma, discipline, love , compassion, trust, devotion, dedication, hard work
which nourish our roots, according to which our existence grows Branched are we into
different roles that we play in our life. Leaves are the beauty of each day we live, some
days bright green serving our best to fade away and fall to rest on ground and nourish
our roots again.. Flowers are the easy selfless giving away quality which are undying
and always smiling. Each flower indicates every good deed or quality which were
nourished into us by our roots. The centre of each flower - the Calyx that serves as the
centre of our purpose. Those delicate petals that denote the ways we express each
quality to the outer world..so intricate so different,, yet living its own way. Fruits are a
sign of productivity and replenishing substance, a blessing from the universe, a prize
earned for our deeds.. they live to give others source of life, for when ever has the tree
tasted its sweetness for once, .yet when fallen to ground unnoticed somehow remain to
live again for the ground, giving birth a new life form new density new purpose for
another to belong, as an individual and re grow as a blessing receiving the blessings the
energy, the power of the cosmic love.. to grow to flourish and merge back into the truth
and the divine law...
That we live to die and die to live.. Our deeds and time well accomplished.. Into the
union of nothingness and duty that always will remind of our journey and time..
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